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du:\ of :he r.ieJic^i proA^ioi: :o refuse to spend time in applying
e\perirr.oittalij to sick folk memoes or substances which are destitute
of fcJequate preemptive e\iaencc in their fa\our. Doctors, being
fallibb, ma\ on occasion put into the second of these classes something
\shich might ha\e been put into the first. On the other hand, they are
a\vare of a icng series of popular enthusiasms and confident claims upon
\\hich lime and eAperience ha\e passed an ad\erse verdict, and to put
aside vvhcit has proved to be at least of some value for a novel and more
or less speculative scheme of treatment can hardly be justified in the
interests of the patient. Therapeutic wonders are not impossible. But
Doctor > ^ they are rare, and the improbable is not a safe guide either for life or
f°r medica* practice. The medical profession \vill in principle close its
mind to no proposal, but equally it will not neglect its responsibilities
for the sake of what may prove, and indeed often has proved, a mere
passing fashion without warrant or foundation. The medical practitioner
is a free man with the right, and with the duty, to use whatever method of
treatment he judges to be in the interests of his patient. No code or
college or council pretends to compel him to a statutory or 'orthodox'
method or standard. The needs of the bedside must be judged by the
practitioner himself, and he alone can conclude what these require.
This he is free to do, and with the freedom goes in corresponding
measure the burden of responsibility.
9-CONCLUSION
454.] Compared with the serious responsibilities of medical and surgical
practice the subject of medical ethics and etiquette may seem of small
importance. Yet it cannot be safely or wisely neglected. At some points
it touches the demands of the law, at others social obligations. On the
more personal side attention by the practitioner to its requirements may
well be an influence in determining the judgement of the community,
and, not less important, his relations to his colleagues. In a doctor's
life it is much for him to know that he enjoys the regard, goodwill, and
loyalty of his colleagues. And one way to secure these benefits is to
illustrate them by example.
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